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Abstract
Background/Objectives: Technology is moving from delicate computers to handheld, intellectual and everyday devices
with embedded technology and connectivity. Methods/Statistical Analysis: Persistent computing is an innovative aspect
of delicate computing that integrate portable communique, user electronics and the power of internet and persistent
computing, envisage a future in which computation becomes part of the situation. Findings: The objective of the idea is to
enable the health of human care with this concept of ubiquitous computing. The Wireless Patient Sensor Networks (WSPN)
is used to find the blood pressure level of humans. Application/Improvements: The application is implemented using
DMS architecture which improves the usage of ubiquitous computing in medical applications.
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1. Introduction

The objective of persistent computing, which combines
present network technology with wireless technologies, voice detection, internet potential and synthetic
astuteness, is to generate an atmosphere where the connectivity of campaign is entrenched in such a method
that the connectivity is an obstructive and it is an abundant, causally available, often invisible devices. It makes
a computer so natural that uses it without even thinking
about it. It provides admittance to appropriate information and applications through a new class of ubiquitous,
intellectual appliances that have the capability to simply
congregation when and where needed. Projecting this
trend into the future, envision an explosion of interconnected small devices from watches to cars that make lives
easier and more productive. An equivalent revolt deception in the network-enabling these persistent computing
devices by providing transparent, ubiquitous admittance
to e-business services shown in Figure 1. In general, it is
roughly the opposite of virtual reality1.
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Any time/anywhere---> any tool any network--->any
data.
Any time: 7 days X 24 hours, global, ubiquitous access
Any device: pc, PDA, cell phone and so onward.
Any network: Access notification, data synchronization,
queued transactions, wireless security, content variation,
advance tools, machine and client administration.
Any data: e-mail, private information administrator,
inter-intranet, open services.

2. Problem Definition
The Existing system of health care monitoring has only
the limited functions which monitor the Health of the
patients within the limited areas. Due to this limited
health care monitoring the patients health care cannot
monitored outside the home. To overcome this limited
monitoring a new wireless health care monitoring has
been introduced called Mobile DMS Client.
The Experimental setup of the DMS architecture is
demonstrated in Figure 2. The setup consists of hospital
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Figure 1. The basic function of Pervasive Computing.

Figure 3. The experimental model view of ECG System.
Figure 2. The architecture of DMS.

server, patient server and medical sensors which are connected by Wireless Personal Area Networks. The hospital
server which holds patients health information like patients
blood pressure level, body hotness and pulse rate which is
monitored by Electro Cardiogram (ECG). The collected
information are transmitted through wireless networks
life Wi-Fi and Bluetooth and stored in local databases. The
information is continually collected by the hospital server
through ECG and keep the patients health in improve
mental way to have effective health monitoring systems2.

3. Experimental Setup
The experimental working view of ECG System is represented in Figure 3. The ECG system consists of BT pulse
oximeter, BT arduion compass module, BT blood pressure parameters. These parameters are used to retrieve
information’s about patient’s blood pressure level, pulse
rate and body hotness through ECG and transmitted
by Android smart phone. In Existing approach patients
information is monitored only in hospital. To overcome
this limitation a Tyndall DMS note is introduced. Tyndall
is associated with Mobile DMS client. This mobile DMS
client which monitors patient’s health conditions every 30
min and these data sets and transmitted to hospital data
bases and separate database server is maintained for every
individual testimony3. A local area network is maintained
to transfer the patient’s details.
2
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3.1 DMS Architecture
Health care monitoring is effectively demonstrated using
ubiquitous computing. The DMS architecture works with
the function of ubiquitous. Tyndall is comprised of processor and sensors. The sensors are used to sense blood
pressure, pulse rate and the temperature of the body.
Tyndall DMS client is used to cover large geographic
areas which sense the conditions of patients not only inside
the hospital even the Tyndall covers all equivalent places4.
Tyndall experiment setup consists of the following
terminologies
• Mobile DMS Client

3.1.1 Mobile DMS Client
The Mobile DMS Client is used to monitor the patient’s
health at regular intervals and the collected information
is send to DMS hospital server databases. Mobile DMS
client senses the patient’s conditions at two places
• Monitoring inside home
• Monitoring outside home

3.1.1.1 Monitoring inside home
Tyndall-DMS-Note (patient sensor) monitors the patient’s
details at inside the home and sends details to DMS-Client
(Home Computer). Here raw antenna is used to collect
information are sending unswervingly to DMS client for
analysis. The collected information is send to the DMS
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client and continually monitors the patient’s behavior. If
any abnormal symptoms shown above the normal range
the doctor is altered. The collected data are transferred
through wireless networks5.

3.1.1.2 Monitoring outside the home
The previous existing system senses the behavior of
patient’s only within a limited range. If particular patients
move the limited area access the conditions of patients
cannot be monitored. To overcome this Tyndall DMS
mobile client is used to senses the actions of patients
whether it’s normal or abnormal conditions. The collected
information is transmit to the hospital server through the
DMS client and if any abnormal variation is exhibit corrective alert actions is given to the particular individuals6.

3.2 DMS Mobile Client

Figure 4. Human Parameters in Health Care.

DMS mobile client senses the following various levels
of the human being. To calculate the normal level of the
patients’. The following conditions are

20, 80 and 120 minutes to detect any variation in pressure
ratings7.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blood pressure
Heart beat rate
Glucose level
Body weight
Auscultation
Tablet dispensing
Injection registration
Peak flow

DMS client consist of sensors, Operating System
(tiny Os), Tyndall DMS, DMS client and server. So, if any
abnormal variation is exhibited immediately the particular individual is altered through SMS system. The SMS is
send to the hospital DMS server.

3.3 Monitoring and Interacting with the
Blood Pressure Sensor
Tyndall DMS is used to calculate the DMS client’s blood
pressure of a patient is calculated by following analysis:

3.3.1 Periodically
A patient’s profile which periodically gets varied according the real time situation. A normal human being’s blood
pressure can be varied in two simulations (high and low).
Tyndall normally senses blood pressure readings every
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3.3.2 Contextually
A patient’s medical condition can be varied depends upon
the condition of human being.
For example consider a patient’s condition during pregnancy period. The patient may have high blood
pressure at this time. These conditions are not abnormal
conditions and should not give false alarm to the individual. The Tyndall is constructed according to that, these
exceptional conditions are not transmitted to the DMS
client.

3.4 DMS Blood Pressure Classification
Human beings have normal blood pressure ratings as 80
mmHg (diastolic) and 120 mmHg (systolic). Sometimes
this high blood pressure level cannot be monitored which
lead to dramatic change in patient’s behavior to avoid
this situation Tyndall DMS client senses these abnormal
changes and send alarm signal to Mobile DMS client to
alert this situation8.
Through this development the semantic regions of the
blood pressure level is collected and send to the hospitals
database to find the conditions of patient’s9.
It compare the patient’s recent blood stress level beside
the patient’s summary (i.e. NORMAL expected range). If
a normal categorization is not found the next level above
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and below normal are examine (i.e. hypertension and
hypotension)10.

4. Future Enhancements
In this approach the Tyndall and Mobile DMS client and
server are used to collect the patient’s information about
the health in all environment i.e. inside the hospital, inside
the home and outside the home and every where the condition of patient’s is effectively monitored to give effective
health care monitoring using Tyndall DMS client.
In future, additional research into pulse rate and
ECG ontology’s and how they interrelate with the DMS
structural design is required. DMS protocols need to be
developed to advance on data consist and the effectiveness of the system will be improved. The application is
implemented using DMS architecture which improves the
usage of ubiquitous computing in medical applications11.

5. Conclusion
Persistent computing is quite a bit different, because it
assumes a distributed environment model. It has the
impending to significantly amend how people use devices
to unite and commune in daily life. This paper described
the implementation of pervasive computing in medicine
– as a life saving tool. Thus, this study stands at the beginning of yet another era in computers – pervasive era.
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